
TM 110.02 Supplementary Set - Pulley Blocks

 

* Set-up and principle of 3 different pulley blocks

Technical Description
Supplementary set TM 110.02 extends the scope of experiments which
can be performed with TM 110: comparison of different pulley blocks and
their action as "simple machines". The pulley blocks are set up on the
panel of unit TM 110. 
  The line grid on the panel helps to readily determine the force and
distance.  
  The pulley blocks are of a robust metal design. Built-in ball and sliding 
bearings ensure low-friction rotation. The details of the pulley layout and
the cable routing are clearly visible. 
  The various elements of the experiment are clearly laid-out and held 
securely on a tray. Multiple trays can be stacked as a space-saving 
storage option. 
  

Learning Objectives / Experiments
- Set-up and principle of pulley blocks with 4 pulleys and with 
  6 pulleys; differential pulley block 
- Principle of "simple machines": force transmission, lifting work and 
  potential energy 
  

Scope of Delivery
1 supplementary set, 1 tray with foam inlay 
1 set of instructional material 

Specification
[1] Supplementary set for experimental unit TM 110 
[2] Pulley layout and cable routing clearly visible 
[3] Pulley blocks: with 4 or 6 pulleys; differential block 
with roller chain 
[4] Cable pulleys made of anodised aluminium ball 
bearing-mounted 
[5] Chain wheels to DIN 8191 
[6] Pullers: Nylon cord, roller chain 
[7] Materials stainless steel or steel, galvanised 
[8] Tray for the components 
  

Technical Data
Pullers 
- nylon cord: d=2mm 
- roller chain: 6.0x2.8mm to DIN 8187  
Chain wheels 
- number of teeth: 18, 28, 38 
Cable pulleys 
- made of anodised aluminium ball bearing-mounted 
  

Dimensions and Weight
l x w x h: 600 x 400 x 150 mm (tray) 
Weight: approx. 12 kg 
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